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Liverpool power past Man Utd

LIVERPOOL: Liverpool stretched their
commanding lead at the top of the Premier
League to 16 points and advantage over
Manchester United to 30 as goals from
Virgil van Dijk and Mohamed Salah earned
a 2-0 win over their historic rivals at
Anfield. A 13th straight league win since the
sides last met at Old Trafford in October
continues Liverpool’s relentless run towards
a first league title in 30 years, while United
remain five points off the top four in fifth.

Liverpool also have a game in hand to
come on closest challengers Manchester
City and could have been more comfortable
winners after seeing two first half goals
ruled out and a host of clear chances go
astray. United are the only team to take
Premier League points off the European
champions this season, but it rarely looked
like lightning would strike twice once the
hosts went in front on 14 minutes.

Ole Gunnar Solskjaer’s game plan was
undone by a simple set-piece as Van Dijk
rose highest to power home Trent
Alexander-Arnold’s corner. The Norwegian
had set up with a back five, with Luke Shaw
forced to deputise out of position as a third
centre-back, and only a great challenge
from the former Southampton left-back
denied Sadio Mane a certain second as he
burst onto Roberto Firmino’s pass.

Jurgen Klopp’s men did have the ball in
the net twice more before the break, but
VAR and the offside flag came to United’s
rescue to keep the score down.

Firstly, Firmino’s brilliant strike was ruled
out as Van Dijk was penalised for an aerial
challenge with David de Gea after a VAR
review. Georginio Wijnaldum then slotted
past the Spaniard after a brilliant through
ball from Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain, but the
Dutchman had strayed marginally offside.

Shorn of injured top scorer Marcus
Rashford, United failed to even muster a
shot in anger for the first 40 minutes until
Anthony Martial pulled his effort wide of
the near post. However, they could easily
have been level against the run of play
moments later when Andreas Pereira could
not stretch to turn home Aaron Wan-
Bissaka’s ball across the face of the goal.

At the other end, De Gea had one more
key intervention before the break as he
saved with his feet from Mane’s driven
effort. However, the hosts held out for a
seventh consecutive clean sheet in all
competitions and took another giant step
towards the title as Salah secured the
three points with virtually the last kick of
the game. The Egyptian was picked out
by goalkeeper Alisson Becker and ran
from inside his own half before slotting
under De Gea.

Earlier, Burnley recovered from a goal
down to beat high-flying Leicester City 2-1
at Turf Moor yesterday, ending their four-
match losing streak in the Premier League.
Sean Dyche’s Clarets failed to score a first-
half goal for an 11th successive league
game, and their problems worsened when
midfielder Harvey Barnes put the visitors
ahead with a stunning solo effort in the 33rd
minute.

Jack Cork lost the ball in midfield and
Burnley-born winger Barnes broke forward,
racing goalwards and past Ben Mee before
firing home. The hosts responded after the
interval with striker Chris Wood scoring the
equaliser from a rebound after Leicester
goalkeeper Kasper Schmeichel saved a
header from Mee.

Leicester, third in the standings, had an
opportunity to reclaim the lead when Mee
brought down Barnes in the box but

Burnley goalkeeper Nick Pope kept out
Jamie Vardy’s weak penalty. The turnaround
was complete, with 11 minutes remaining,
when Ashley Westwood blasted in after a
Charlie Taylor cross from the left to ensure
Burnley took all three points, lifting them to
14th place in the table, five points above the
relegation zone.

“I thought we deserved to win the
game but we didn’t take our chances,”
said Leicester boss Brendan Rodgers.  “A
mixture of their keeper making some bril-
liant saves and our finishing and we some-
how lost the game,” he added. Pope, who
made some vital saves in the second half,
was delighted the team’s losing streak was
over. “It’s a massive win for us. The lads
worked so hard and the atmosphere was
electric. You go on bad runs during the
season so to snap them quickly is impor-
tant,” he said. —Agencies

SESTRIERE: France’s Clara Direz won the
women’s parallel giant slalom in Sestriere yes-
terday, eliminating US star Mikaela Shiffrin on
the way to her first World Cup victory. The 24-
year-old edged Austria’s Elisa Moerzinger by
0.22sec in the final, with Italy’s Marta Bassino
finishing third in the Italian Alps.

Direz had beaten three-time overall World
Cup champion Shiffrin in the earlier rounds. The
American finished ninth overall. It was also a
first podium for the French skier whose previ-
ous best had been a seventh-place finish in the
slalom at Lienz, Austria, in December.

“What a day! It’s unbelievable, I didn’t

expect it,” said the skier from the French Alps.
“I didn’t know I could be capable of something
in parallel GS because it’s my first. “It’s pretty
outstanding, I’m trying to enjoy the moment
right now.”

Her only previous win had been a gold medal
in the giant slalom at the 2012 Winter Youth
Olympics in Innsbruck. “(Winning) brings confi-
dence and with confidence you can take more
risks when we ski and then we go faster,” she
said of yesterday’s victory.

“I do hope it will help me for my giant
slalom.” Moerzinger, 22, also took her first
podium competing in just her fifth World Cup
race. Shiffrin suffered more frustration after
also finishing third in Saturday’s giant slalom
just 0.01sec behind Federica Brignone and
Petra Vlhova, who shared first place.

The American nevertheless extended her
lead in the overall World Cup standings to 249
points ahead of Vlhova, with Brignone 11 points
further back in third. But the two-time Olympic
champion was unhappy about the format for the
new competition where two skiers compete
against each other.

The 24-year-old from Colorado, who is still

chasing her first win of 2020, claimed that her
red course was slower than the adjacent blue
course over the final four gates. “I don’t like to
talk about luck playing a role even yesterday,
.01 out, I feel like that was in my control,” said
Shiffrin. “But these two courses are not the
same at all. “I’m a little bitter, this event is still
new and there are so many things to work out,”
Shiffrin added. “But it’s fun and people like to
watch it. It’s just a work in progress to make it
the best it can be.”

The figures backed up Shiffrin’s claim with
17 wins on the blue course from the last 16
round compared to three on the red. But Dinez
was not to worried: “I don’t know if it’s really
fair or not. “I’ve been lucky because I was
always on the blue coures for the last run. I’ve
been a little bit lucky, so I won’t complain
about that.”

For Bassino it was a fourth podium this sea-
son, after achieving her first World Cup win the
giant slalom in Kill ington, Vermont in
November. She was followed by fellow Italians
Brignone and Olympic downhill champion Sofia
Goggia, fourth and fifth respectively, with
Vlhova finishing 18th. —AFP
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LIVERPOOL: Liverpool’s Dutch defender Virgil van Dijk (L) battles with Manchester United’s Belgian-born Brazilian midfielder Andreas Pereira (R) during the English Premier League football match between Liverpool and Manchester United
at Anfield stadium in Liverpool, north west England yesterday. — AFP

Burnley fight back to sink Leicester


